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Abstract 
The seasonal appearance of a deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM) in Lake 
Superior is a striking phenomenon that is widely observed; however its 
mechanisms of formation and maintenance are not well understood.  As this 
phenomenon may be the reflection of an ecological driver, or a driver itself, a lack 
of understanding its driving forces limits the ability to accurately predict and 
manage changes in this ecosystem. Key mechanisms generally associated with 
DCM dynamics (i.e. ecological, physiological and physical phenomena) are 
examined individually and in concert to establish their role. First the prevailing 
paradigm, “the DCM is a great place to live”, is analyzed through an integration of 
the results of laboratory experiments and field measurements.  The analysis 
indicates that growth at this depth is severely restricted and thus not able to 
explain the full magnitude of this phenomenon.  Additional contributing 
mechanisms like photoadaptation, settling and grazing are reviewed with a one-
dimensional mathematical model of chlorophyll and particulate organic carbon.  
Settling has the strongest impact on the formation and maintenance of the 
DCM, transporting biomass to the metalimnion and resulting in the accumulation 
of algae, i.e. a peak in the particulate organic carbon profile.  Subsequently, 
shade adaptation becomes manifest as a chlorophyll maximum deeper in the 
water column where light conditions particularly favor the process.  Shade 
adaptation mediates the magnitude, shape and vertical position of the chlorophyll 
peak. Growth at DCM depth shows only a marginal contribution, while grazing 
has an adverse effect on the extent of the DCM. The observed separation of the 
12 
carbon biomass and chlorophyll maximum should caution scientists to equate the 
DCM with a large nutrient pool that is available to higher trophic levels.  
The ecological significance of the DCM should not be separated from the 
underlying carbon dynamics. When evaluated in its entirety, the DCM becomes 
the projected image of a structure that remains elusive to measure but 
represents the foundation of all higher trophic levels.  
These results also offer guidance in examine ecosystem perturbations 
such as climate change.  For example, warming would be expected to prolong 
the period of thermal stratification, extending the late summer period of 
suboptimal (phosphorus-limited) growth and attendant transport of phytoplankton 
to the metalimnion.  This reduction in epilimnetic algal production would decrease 
the supply of algae to the metalimnion, possibly reducing the supply of prey to 
the grazer community.  This work demonstrates the value of modeling to 
challenge and advance our understanding of ecosystem dynamics, steps vital to 
reliable testing of management alternatives.  
13 
1.0 Introduction 
A number of striking physical, chemical and biological signals, occurring 
across time and space and in both freshwater and marine environments, have 
attracted the interest of the research community.  In Lake Superior, these signals 
include the thermal bar (Auer and Gatzke 2004), the benthic nepheloid layer 
(Urban et al. 2004) and heterogeneity in the vertical distribution of zooplankton 
(Yurista 2009).  One of the most widely observed signals in Lake Superior and 
others of the Laurentian Great Lakes is the deep chlorophyll maximum observed 
as a sub-surface peak in chlorophyll-a concentrations (DCM; Barbiero and 
Tuchman 2001).  Each of these signals can serve as both a driving force and 
reflection of ecological processes.   
The DCM has been most commonly observed in oligotrophic systems that 
thermally stratify.  With the onset of stratification, metalimnetic chlorophyll levels 
increase, and a DCM becomes manifest there within a few days.  Over time, the 
location of peak chlorophyll concentration deepens, and the amount of 
chlorophyll resident within that peak increases, resulting in a well defined, 
characteristic shape (Figure 1.1).  Deepening of the peak in the DCM continues 
through the stratified interval, potentially reaching the metalimnetic-hypolimnetic 
boundary, and the peaked nature of the signal becomes less pronounced.  At 
turnover, stability is lost, and vertical mixing redistributes the chlorophyll over the 
entire water column (Reynolds 1994).   
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Figure 1.1 Profile of chlorophyll-a concentration and temperature in Lake Superior on July 28, 
2011(data from GLRI-Predicting Ecosystem Changes in Lake Superior project) 
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The DCM is a prominent feature of many dimictic lakes in temperate 
freshwater environments and oligotrophic oceans, but has also been observed in 
polymictic (Bahia de Punto, a tropical lake, Vincent et al. 1986) and permanently 
stratified waters (tropical Pacific Ocean; Vaillancourt et al. 2003); near sea level 
(fresh waters and Antarctic saline; Holm-Hansen and Hewes 2004, Burnett et al. 
2006) and at alpine elevations (>3000 meters; Saros et al. 2005); and in shallow 
waters (~2 meters, an oxbow lake in Hungary; Grigorszky et al. 2003) and at 
great depth (150 meters, Ionean Sea in the eastern Mediterranean; Casotti et al. 
2003).  The DCM has been shown to be ephemeral (persisting for as little as a 
few days; Abbott et al. 1984), as well as permanent in character (lasting for 
years; Duteil et al. 2009).   The development, maintenance and dissipation of the 
deep chlorophyll maximum may thus be considered a phenomenon of global 
interest (Priscu and Goldman 1983, Duteil et al. 2009).  
 More attention has been focused on describing the spatial and temporal 
structure of the DCM and its mechanisms of formation than on the ecological 
significance of the phenomenon.  Research driven by climate change concerns 
has indicated that algae, while representing only 0.2% of global primary producer 
biomass, are responsible for nearly half of global primary production (due to their 
rapid turnover times; Field et al. 1998).  At the peak of its development, 
chlorophyll present in the DCM can represent on the order of 60% of that in the 
photic zone.  If the organisms present within the DCM are photosynthetically 
active, this layer may make an important contribution to net water column primary 
production.  For example, Williamson et al. (2010) have recently described an 
16 
approach, based on satellite imaging, for estimating depth-integrated (i.e. 
including the DCM) production in marine environments.   
In a more general sense, an understanding of the role of the DCM in 
ecosystem function and the forcing conditions mediating its behavior are 
important in developing predictive ecosystem models, especially for oligotrophic 
environments.  As the DCM is one of the most striking signals in oligotrophic 
waters (where seasonal dynamics tend to be slow and modest in magnitude), 
study of this phenomenon offers an excellent opportunity to challenge and 
advance our conceptual understanding.  Finally, it is only when we can 
adequately model such strong signals, irrespective of their ecological 
significance, that we can achieve the requisite confidence of our ability to 
simulate the ecosystem at large.  
 The DCM has been known for more than 100 years, with some of the 
earliest observations being derived from reports of metalimnetic oxygen maxima 
(e.g. Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin, Birge and Juday 1911).  In situ chlorophyll profiles 
later provided direct evidence of the DCM (North Pacific Ocean, Anderson 1969; 
experimental lakes area northwestern Ontario; Fee 1976).  Observations of the 
presence and spatiotemporal dynamics of the DCM in widely differing 
environments have challenged scientists to identify the factors and processes 
responsible for its formation, maintenance and dissipation.  The majority of 
studies have focused on biological factors, e.g. growth-favorable habitat, photo-
adaptation and the vertical distribution of zooplankton grazing pressure, while 
others have concentrated on physical mechanisms such as sedimentation.  
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However, after decades of research there is no generally-accepted mechanism 
leading to DCM formation (Sterner 2010), nor is there consensus regarding its 
ecological importance (e.g. Barbiero and Tuchman 2004).  Thus, the long-
standing failure of the scientific community to reach agreement on the ecological 
significance (i.e. home or graveyard) of the DCM and the factors mediating its 
temporal and spatial dynamics serves as an appropriate starting point for further 
investigation.  This work explores the relative importance of mechanisms of DCM 
formation, maintenance and dissipation in Lake Superior using results from 
laboratory experiments, field measurements and model simulations. 
 
1.1 The DCM in Lake Superior 
Lake Superior is a deep (maximum, 400 m), clear (compensation depth at 
times >40 m; Sterner 2010), oligotrophic (total phosphorus 0.4 – 1.0 μg·L-1, 
Anagnostou and Sherrell 2008) system.  The lake is dimictic, generally stratifying 
for approximately four months beginning in late June.  The thermocline, resident 
at ~20 m in August, deepens progressively to ~40 m towards fall turnover (Auer 
and Bub 2004). This vertical progression of thermal structure over the stratified 
interval is similar to that noted for other temperate lakes where the DCM is 
observed.  In Lake Superior, the DCM forms with the onset of stratification and 
persists until turnover.   Inter-annual climatic fluctuations impact its temporal and 
spatial nature (e.g. Auer and Bub, 2004, Barbiero and Tuchman 2004, Sterner 
2010).  Peak chlorophyll concentrations of 0.9 – 4.2 μg·L-1 are located at depths 
of 20 to 40 m (Barbiero and Tuchman 2001) and markedly exceed surface water 
18 
concentrations (0.4 – 1.0 μg·L-1; Sterner 2010).  The phytoplankton community of 
Lake Superior is typically dominated by cryptophytes and diatoms (Fahnenstiel 
and Glime 1983, Munawar and Munawar 2009).  Single taxon dominance of the 
DCM has been reported (e.g. Cyclotella stelligera; Fahnenstiel and Glime 1983); 
however, other investigators detail a decidedly diverse community within that 
layer (Munawar and Munawar 1978, Barbiero and Tuchman 2004).  The 
characterization of the DCM in Lake Superior presented here, particularly its 
structure and the timing of its formation and dissipation, is consistent with that 
reported in both early (Olsen and Odlaug 1966, Watson et al. 1975, Moll and 
Stoermer 1982, Fahnenstiel and Glime 1983) and more contemporary (Barbiero 
and Tuchman 2004, Sterner 2010) research efforts. 
 
1.2 Objective and Approach 
 The objective of this research is to understand, in a quantitative fashion, 
the various mechanisms contributing to the formation, maintenance and 
dissipation of the deep chlorophyll maximum in Lake Superior.  This will be 
achieved through an integration of the results of laboratory experiments and field 
measurements with a one-dimensional mathematical model of chlorophyll and 
particulate organic carbon.  In applying that model, key mechanisms generally 
associated with DCM dynamics (i.e. ecological, physiological and physical 
phenomena) will be examined individually and in concert to establish their role. 
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2.0 A Widely-Accepted Paradigm 
It is widely accepted that the DCM represents an environment favorable 
for supporting phytoplankton growth.  This point of view may have evolved from 
observations of the distribution of photosynthetic purple sulfur bacteria in lakes,  
residing as a thin layer at depths where the availability of both light and chemical 
resources (sulfide) is insured (e.g. Takahushi and Ichimura 1970, Guerrero et al. 
1985).  In a parallel fashion, optimization of limiting resources, e.g. light from the 
surface and nutrients recycled from the hypolimnion, has been offered as an 
explanation for development of the DCM (Moll and Stoermer 1982, Fahnenstiel 
and Glime 1983, Abbott et al. 1984, Varela et. al. 1992, Klausmeier and Litchman 
2001, Holm-Hansen and Hewes 2004, Saros et al. 2005, Huisman et al. 2006, 
Hanson et al. 2007, Viličić et al. 2008, Nõges et al. 2010, Mellard et al. 2011).  
Simply stated, the paradigm suggests that the DCM represents a niche 
environment where requirements for light, temperature and/or nutrient supply are 
near-optimal for single species or larger assemblages.  A detailed evaluation of 
the paradigm serves as an appropriate point of departure for consideration of 
factors mediating the formation, maintenance and dissipation of the DCM in Lake 
Superior.  Here, we seek to accomplish this by characterizing the light, 
temperature and phosphorus environment of the DCM within the context of 
requirements for phytoplankton growth in Lake Superior.   
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2.1 Light 
The degree to which solar radiation is attenuated within the water column 
serves to regulate the vertical distribution of primary production.   The extent to 
which light availability impacts algal growth is tested here through application of 
an algorithm relating primary production and irradiance (P-I curve, Platt et al. 
1980),  
   1
Chl Chl
B B
Max Max
I I
P PB B
MaxP P e e
? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?
     (1) 
where 
= Growth rate as a function of irradiance mgC·mgChl-1·hr-1 
= Maximum growth rate chlorophyll specific DCM: 0.15-0.35 hr-1 
chl= 
Chlorophyll specific curve fitting 
parameter photo adaptation 
DCM: 0.03-0.009 
chl= 
Chlorophyll specific Curve fitting 
parameter photo inhibition 
DCM: 0.0003-0.00004 
= Irradiance μE m-2 · s-1 
The equation is in the form of a parabola with ascending and descending 
arms of differing slope.  The coefficient ? describes the slope of the ascending 
limb (growth response at low light intensities), and the coefficient ? describes the 
slope of the descending limb (growth response at high light intensities, i.e. photo-
inhibition).   P-I curves were developed by Bub (2001) on a site-specific basis 
using the DCM phytoplankton assemblage from Lake Superior. Chlorophyll-
specific primary production (mgC·mgChl-1·hr-1) was measured over a range of 
BP
B
MaxP
?
?
I
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irradiance values (0 - 1200, μE m-2 · s-1) and fit to Equation (1) (Platt et al. 1980 
as cited by Fahnenstiel et al. 1989).  The optimum irradiance for growth of the 
DCM assembly was found to be ~150 μE·m-2·s-1, an important finding as light 
levels in the DCM (~20 μE·m-2·s-1) are well below that optimum (Figure 2.1).   
This finding is consistent with reports by others that the DCM is largely 
coincident with the compensation depth (DCM <1% of surface irradiance, Olson 
and Odlaug 1966; DCM irradiance 1.4 - 7.1%, Barbiero and Tuchman 2004) 
(Figure 2.2).    
In summary, no evidence is found that phytoplankton at DCM depth in 
Lake Superior display a capacity for robust growth at the light levels 
characteristic of that environment.   
 
Figure 2.1 Growth measured as carbon uptake Chl-1 for DCM algae at HN 210 8-25-2000, 
adapted from Bub (2001) 
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Figure 2.2 Photosynthetic available radiance (PAR) and chlorophyll profile at HN130, 7-30-2001 
(Data adapted from Bub 2001) 
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2.2 Temperature 
Temperature also plays a role in mediating seasonality in the 
phytoplankton community and might well be similarly invoked as a condition 
influencing DCM formation and structure, i.e. temperatures within the DCM are 
particularly favorable for supporting phytoplankton growth.  Bub (2001) 
investigated this with an approach similar to that used above for light effects, by 
measuring chlorophyll-specific primary production over a range of temperatures 
and fitting the results to the model proposed by Cerco and Cole (1994),  
          
2
1 ( )
, ,
optk T T
g T g opt optK k e T T
? ?? ?    
 and     
2
2 ( )
, ,
optk T T
g T g opt optK k e T T
? ?? ?    (2) 
where 
= 
Growth rate as the result of temperature 
attenuation 
d-1 
= growth rate at an optimal temperature (°C) d
-1 
= optimal temperature (°C) 
k1 and k2 = fitting parameters dimensionless 
The result is a bell-shaped curve, with the rate of primary production equal 
to zero at some minimum temperature, increasing to a maximum at an optimum 
temperature and then decreasing as temperature rises above that optimum 
(Figure 2.3).  The optimum temperature for the Lake Superior phytoplankton 
assemblage (surface samples collected in late August) was ~14 °C (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3 Specific production by algae taken from the DCM depth is optimum at ~14 °C (station 
HN210 8-25-2000, data adapted from Bub 2001) 
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Temperatures in the DCM, 5-6 °C in August (1997-2001; data of Barbiero 
and Tuchman 2004), are well below this optimum.  It is concluded, therefore, that 
temperature conditions in the DCM are sub-optimal for supporting phytoplankton 
growth. 
 
2.3 Nutrients (Phosphorus) 
 Phytoplankton populations in Lake Superior are phosphorus limited (Rose 
and Axler 1998, Sterner et al. 2004, Ivanikova et al. 2007).  The paradigm 
invokes a nutrient (here phosphorus) supply to the DCM originating from the 
mineralization of particulate organic matter delivered to the hypolimnion.  This 
phenomenon would be manifested as a vertical phosphorus gradient, and such 
signals have been reported from several systems (Letelier et al. 2004, Camacho 
2006). However, observations of vertical gradients are rare in the Great Lakes 
(Eadie et al. 1984, Barbiero and Tuchman 2001).  Advances in measurement 
techniques for phosphorus (e.g. MAGIC, Anagnostou and Sherrell 2008; 
persulfate oxidation, Baehr and McManus 2003) make it possible to reliably 
document the presence or absence of gradients, even at the low phosphorus 
levels characteristic of Lake Superior.  Here, concentrations of soluble reactive 
phosphorus (SRP) have been shown to be both low (0.01 - 0.16 μg·L-1, 
Anagnostou and Sherrell 2008; 0.3 - 0.7 μg·L-1, Baehr and McManus 2003) and 
vertically homogenous (Baehr and McManus 2003, Heinen and McManus 2004, 
Anagnostou and Sherrell 2008 (Figure 2.4)).  Total dissolved phosphorus (TDP) 
concentrations are similarly distributed with depth, ranging from 0.4 – 1.0 μg·L-1  
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Figure 2.4 Lake Superior SRP profile showing the absence of an upward (limiting) nutrient flux 
(data from Anagnostou and Sherrell 2008) 
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(Anagnostou and Sherrell 2008).  It cannot be concluded, based on these results, 
that the DCM offers a nutrient environment particularly favorable for supporting 
phytoplankton growth.   
Indirect measures of the phosphorus status of the phytoplankton 
community have been considered in this regard as well.  Barbiero and Tuchman 
(2001, 2004) examined C:P ratios in Lake Superior phytoplankton and observed  
that those in the DCM were less phosphorus stressed (lower C:P ratios) than 
those in the epilimnion.  These authors suggest that the observed reduction in P 
stress in the DCM reflected an ‘undetected flux’ from the hypolimnion.  An 
alternative explanation is, however, available.  The DCM phytoplankton 
community may experience less P-stress simply because there is little demand 
placed on algal phosphorus reserves, as growth is limited at the sub-optimal light 
and temperature conditions found there.   
Alkaline phosphatase activity (APA) represents another indirect measure 
of P status in algae.  At limiting levels of SRP, algal cells may mobilize the 
enzyme alkaline phosphatase to cleave orthophosphorus from dissolved organic 
P molecules (Pettersson 1980, Rose and Axler 1997).  Alkaline phosphatase 
activity in the Lake Superior phytoplankton community was examined using two 
analytical approaches: determination of the rate of hydrolysis of the artificial 
phosphorus substrate 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate (APA vmax μM/min, 4-MUP 
? MUP; Pettersson and Jansson 1978) and a presence-absence assay using a 
molecular probe (enzyme-labeled fluorescence, ELF; Gonzáles-Gil et al. 1998, 
Rengefors et al. 2003).  Rates of enzymatic hydrolysis were more than 4 times 
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greater in the epilimnion than in the DCM indicating greater levels of P stress in 
surface waters (Figure 2.5).  Similar results were observed with the ELF assay 
where alkaline phosphatase activity was detected in ~25% less cells than in the 
epilimnion (Figure 2.5).  In both cases, DCM phytoplankton populations exhibited 
less P stress, a response that is attributed to phosphorus reserves unused due to 
light limitation (Malkin et al. 2008, Auer et al. 2010).      
Finally, favorable conditions with respect to phosphorus may be reflected 
in the water column drawdown of other nutrients utilized for growth (e.g. nitrate, 
silicon; Urban 2009).  In Lake Superior, a modest drawdown of nitrate is 
observed in surface waters, but there is no such response within the DCM 
(McManus et al. 2003, Ivanikova et al. 2007).  Thus, there is no convincing 
evidence, either directly (water column P levels) or indirectly (algal P status) that 
the DCM offers a nutrient environment particularly favorable for supporting algal 
growth.   
 
2.4 Evidence from Primary Production Profiles 
Individual analysis of the primary forcing factors for phytoplankton growth (light, 
temperature and nutrients) provided no support for a paradigm in which the DCM 
represents a favored niche.  However, these factors are considered to be 
multiplicative in nature (Droop 1983), and further certainty may be achieved by 
inspection of laboratory-derived profiles of primary production in Lake Superior 
(Figure 2.6).  Here, the primary production maximum is evident at a depth of ~10 
m and is separated from the DCM by ~20 m.  An essentially identical result was 
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Figure 2.5 Activity of nutrient sequestration based on APA and ELF (Data from Elenbaas 2001) 
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Figure 2.6 Chlorophyll and primary production profile at station HN 210, 8-25-2000 (Data adapted 
from Bub 2001) 
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obtained by Sterner (2010), with the production maximum at 10 m and the DCM 
located 30 m below. 
 
2.5 Evidence from the Bacterioplankton Community 
While it is difficult to support a paradigm where the DCM is conceived as a 
favorable environment for phytoplankton growth, such is not the case with 
respect to bacterioplankton.  Peaks in heterotrophic bacterial production within 
the DCM (Figure 2.7a) observed by Elenbaas (2001), suggest a localized source 
of soluble organic carbon.  It is noteworthy that the bacterioplankton carbon 
requirement (BCR; Figure 2.7b) within the metalimnion (location of the DCM) 
significantly exceeds that of the epilimnion and hypolimnion.  Determination of 
phytoplankton carbon excretion rates (Figure 2.7c) indicates that this source is 
insufficient to meet the BCR, indicating the presence of an alternative supply.  
This phenomenon has been well described by researchers working in 
oligotrophic, P-limited waters of the Mediterranean Sea (Alboran Sea, western 
Mediterranean, Fernández et al. 1994; NW Mediterranean Sea, Van Wambeke et 
al. 2001; Northern Adriatic Sea, Pugnetti et al. 2005; NW Mediterranean, Alonso-
Sáez et al. 2008; Mediterranean Sea, López-Sandoval et al. 2010).  These 
authors suggested that dissolved organic carbon released through senescence 
and viral-induced lysis of phytoplankton cells and zooplankton grazing could 
serve as the missing source.   
A similar conclusion may be reached through the results of community-
level physiological profiling performed by Elenbaas (2001).  Here, similarities in 
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carbon source utilization (i.e. their resource profile) were determined using Biolog 
assays (color development in reflecting uptake of various organic substrates) of 
Lake Superior water. A multivariate statistical technique (principal component 
analysis; PCA) was used to differentiate between groups within the 
bacterioplankton community (Figure 2.8). 
 
 
Figure 2.7a Production of bacterioplankton in the water column, HS 170, 7-14-1999, (Data from 
Elenbaas 2001) 
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Figure 2.7 Carbon excretion by actively photosynthesizing phytoplankton is able to satisfy the 
bacterial carbon requirement (BCR) only in the surface waters, HS 170, 7-14-1999 (Data from 
Elenbaas 2001) 
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Figure 2.8 DCM (22m) and hypolimnetic (50m) bacteria prefer similar food sources in contrast to 
bacteria found in the epilimnion (5m),   the axis represent principal components 1 and 2 (Biolog 
HN110, August 1999, data from Elenbaas 2001)  
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The bacterial carbon resource utilization within the DCM was more closely 
aligned with that of the hypolimnion (region of algal senescence) than with the 
epilimnion (region of algal growth).  These results point to the DCM, not as a 
location of active growth, but rather as a region of transition to senescence and 
death.   
 
2.6 Phytoplankton-Zooplankton Interactions 
The phytoflagellates and a significant fraction of the diatoms that dominate 
the Lake Superior phytoplankton assemblage (Munawar and Munawar 1978) are 
small forms.  For example, Sterner (2010) reports that 50% of the chlorophyll 
passes a 2 μm filter and 75% passes a 5 μm filter.  These forms are susceptible 
to grazing, and thus losses to grazing pressure have been proposed as a 
mechanism leading to the characteristic shape of the DCM (Olsen and Odlaug 
1966, Fee 1976, Longhurst 1976, Herman et al. 1981, Fahnenstiel and Scavia 
1987, Pedrós-Alió et al. 1987, Christensen et al. 1995, Pilati and Wurtsbaugh 
2003, Sterner 2010, Khromechek et al. 2010). As in other systems, zooplankton 
in Lake Superior (dominated by Calanoids  Limnocalanus macrurus and 
Diaptomus copepodites, Yurista et al. 2009) exhibit negative phototaxis and 
migrate vertically during the diel light cycle, over distances of several meters, 
permitting the zooplankton biomass peak observed in the thermocline region 
(Figure 2.9) to traverse the DCM (Yurista et al. 2009).  
Thus, large numbers of zooplankton are expected to pass through the 
DCM daily (similar to observations in other systems e.g. Williamson et al. 1996).  
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Further, since rates of zooplankton grazing are known to be proportional to prey 
availability (Bierman and Dolan 1981), grazing pressure would reach its 
maximum within the DCM.  Thus grazing pressure should not serve to form the 
DCM, but rather to attenuate the magnitude of the peak.   
The doubling or tripling of chlorophyll levels observed within the DCM is 
unlikely to have evolved in response to growth as light is approaching 
compensation levels, the temperature is far below the optimum, and there are no 
observed nutritional benefits.  Further, losses to respiration, sinking and grazing 
remain, and bacterioplankton dynamics within the DCM suggest a catabolic 
system.  Although not an environment well-suited to support the full 
phytoplankton assemblage, it has been suggested that some species have 
adapted to flourish in this environment.  
 
2.7 DCM Formation and Maintenance by evolved algal species  
Based on studies conducted in the ELA lakes in northwestern Ontario, 
Fee (1976) concluded that the observed dominance of a single species in the 
DCM (Dinobryon sertularia  var. protuberans) occurred because this species was 
better adapted and thus obtained dominance through competitive exclusion.  
Similar findings (in this case for Cyclotella stelligera, C. comensis, and C. 
ocellata) were reported by Fahnenstiel and Glime (1983) for samples collected 
from the Lake Superior water column in 1979.  However, sampling conducted in 
1978 and 1980 found no differences in the composition of the Lake Superior 
phytoplankton assemblage over the water column even though chlorophyll in the  
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Figure 2.9 Zooplankton distribution in offshore waters of Lake Superior (unpublished data from 
Yurista) 
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DCM was 2 to 3 times higher than surface concentrations (Fahnenstiel et al. 
1984).  Water column sampling conducted in Lake Superior from 1997-1999 
(Barbiero and Tuchman 2001, 2004) also failed to reveal the presence of 
“evolved algae”; only modest increases in DCM species were observed 
(Utermöhl technique, Lund et al. 1958) compared to the epilimnion assemblage, 
the largest being 5.3% (1998, Gymnodinium spp.).  One would expect greater 
and more consistent deviations from the surface water community structure if 
“evolved species”, better adapted to DCM conditions, were present. Thus the 
idea that formation and maintenance of the Lake Superior DCM is driven by the 
growth of more successful algal species seems unsupported.   
Consequently, the idea that the DCM depth a priori represents a favorable 
niche for growth needs to be reconsidered, raising the question: which other 
factors or processes may mediate DCM dynamics? This question is addressed in 
the next section through a modeling analysis supported by a review of the 
literature. 
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3.0 Modeling DCM Dynamics 
Explanations for the formation and maintenance of the DCM in Lake 
Superior have traditionally been sought by examining the impact of niche 
exploitation or reduced grazing on algal growth rates. After careful analysis, 
however (see discussion above), these mechanisms are seen to be inadequate 
in explaining the formation and maintenance of the DCM.  Additional processes 
need to be considered. In this regard, settling and photoadaptation have been 
suggested as possible mechanisms contributing to the DCM formation.  
 
3.1 Effects of Mass Transport 
The increase in water column stability due to thermal stratification is 
regarded as a necessary condition for DCM formation (Camacho 2006); 
however, turbulent diffusion associated with eddies remains present and tends to 
modify vertical structure by reducing concentration gradients (Crank 1979). 
Therefore diffusive mass transport merits consideration as an agent mediating 
DCM dynamics.   
Mass transport also occurs via settling.  In marine environments, settling 
particles accumulate at certain locations in the water column, with maxima 
occurring just below the pycnocline, a major density discontinuity.  MacIntyre et 
al. (1995) suggested that accumulation of this marine snow (aggregates of 
diverse particle types; Alldredge 2002) correlates well with density gradients.  An 
analog for this phenomenon in freshwater systems may be found where 
reductions in settling velocity are mediated by the thermal structure.  As 
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phytoplankton sink from the epilimnion, their density relative to the ambient 
environment decreases and their settling velocity becomes less.  In thermally-
stratified systems, water reaches its maximum density near the bottom of the 
metalimnion, a depth coincident with that of the DCM.  This mechanism was 
invoked as a means of DCM formation and maintenance decades ago by Steele 
and Yentsch (1960) and continues to be popular (e.g. Brooks and Thorke 1977, 
Cullen 1982, Priscu and Goldman 1983, Takahashi and Hori 1984, Shortreed 
and Stockner 1990, Condie 1999, Hiroshi Serizawa et al. 2010). 
 
3.2 Effects of Photoadaptation  
When algae experience a sustained change in light regime, optimization of 
their photosynthetic capacity will follow.  In low light environments, this 
optimization leads to the formation of additional chlorophyll, effectively 
decreasing the carbon to chlorophyll ratio (Geider et al. 1997).  The concept that 
chlorophyll levels at depth increase through photoadaptation (peaking at 
compensation depth) is frequently suggested in explaining the DCM as well 
(Steele 1964, Kiefer et al. 1976, Fahnenstiel et al. 1984, Taguchi et al. 1988, 
Fennel and Boss 2003, Barbiero and Tuchman 2004, Hamilton et al. 2010).   
Although the development and manifestation of the DCM in various lakes 
and oceans seem to behave similarly, the relative importance of governing 
mechanisms is likely to vary due to the unique and intrinsic properties of each 
system (Camacho 2006).  Thus attention now turns to identifying and quantifying 
the key mechanisms driving DCM dynamics in Lake Superior.  A carbon-based 
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mathematical model for algal growth (photosynthesis, respiration, excretion) will 
be utilized for this purpose, sequentially introducing functionalities describing 
photoadaptation, grazing and settling.   
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4.0 Development of a 1-D Model for the DCM in Lake Superior 
 
4.1 Model Segmentation  
The spatial homogeneity of the DCM in Lake Superior (Munawar and 
Munawar 1978, Barbiero and Tuchman 2001) suggests that a one dimensional 
(vertical) framework is adequate for modeling the phenomenon.  Here, the water 
column is represented by 100, 1m-thick completely-mixed cells.   
 
4.2 Mass Balance and Solution 
A differential equation describing the mass balance on particulate organic 
carbon (POC; algal biomass) is written for each cell.  The equation 
accommodates exchange via mass transport (diffusion and settling), gains 
through growth and losses through grazing. In general terms: 
Change in mass of particulate organic carbon = diffusion ± settling + growth - 
grazing            (3) 
 
Expressed mathematically,         
? ? ? ? ? ?1 ( 1) 1 1i c si i i i i Max T I P i grazing idC EA vV C C C C f f f C k Cdt l l ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  (4) 
where 
Vi = volume (remains constant) m3 
Ci = POC concentration in cell i mg·L-1 
t = Time d 
E = diffusion coefficient m2·d-1 
Ac = cross sectional area of the interface m2 
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l = mixing length m 
vs = settling velocity m·d-1 
i = target cell  
μmax = maximum growth rate d-1 
fT = temperature attenuation function - 
fI = light attenuation function - 
fP = nutrient attenuation function - 
kgrazing = zooplankton grazing rate d-1 
This system of linked ordinary differential equations written over the water 
column is solved using numerical integration (explicit Euler method).  As applied 
here, the model is implemented in a linear fashion, starting with diffusion and 
settling and then sequentially introducing growth as mediated by temperature, 
light and grazing, to permit isolation and examination of the processes potentially 
contributing to water column dynamics.   
 
Mass Transport 
As described above, terms in the mass balance (Equation 4) are introduced in 
the model sequentially to elucidate their individual roles in the formation of the 
DCM.  Here, the role of mass transport, i.e. diffusion and settling, on DCM 
structure is examined.   
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4.2.1 Mass Transport: Diffusion 
Mass is exchanged between model cells through turbulent diffusion.  The 
magnitude of that exchange varies with the value for the turbulent diffusion 
coefficient (E; mixing strength) and the concentration gradient:  
? ?1 ( 1)c i iEAdCV C Cdt h ? ?? ? ? ?        (5) 
The net flux for a particular cell will be in the direction of the concentration 
gradient (high to low).  Equation (5) is simplified by substitution of the model 
values for cell height (h; 1m) and area (Ac; 1 m2), which changes the turbulent 
diffusion coefficient (E) to the bulk diffusion coefficient (E’): 
? ?' 1 ( 1)i idCV E C Cdt ? ?? ? ? ?        (6) 
Where: E’ Bulk diffusion coefficient m3·d-1  
Reported values for E’ by Denman and Gargett (1983), fluctuate with wind 
conditions and depth. The values found in literature are as follows; epilimnion 
(3.5 m2·d-1 to 960 m2·d-1), base of the mixed layer (0.7 m2·d-1 to 14.7 m2·d-1) and 
thermocline (0.4 m2·d-1 to 1.7 m2·d-1); no values for the hypolimnion were 
reported.  The findings suggest that the bulk diffusion coefficient decreases with 
depth, and typical values are applied in this model. E’ decreases linearly from the 
surface to the base of the mixed layer (10 m2·d-1 decreasing to 1 m2·d-1) and 
reaches its lowest value in the thermocline (0.4 m2·d-1). The value for E’ in the 
hypolimnion remains constant (1 m2·d-1), in the order of that reported by Chapra 
(1997), variations of E’ with depth are shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Bulk diffusion coefficient (E’) in relation to depth. 
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4.2.2 Mass Transport: Settling 
Settling results in a downward flux of mass, with the net transport in each 
model cell equal to the difference between mass in and mass out: 
? ?1 1s i ivdCV C Cdt h ? ?? ? ?         (7) 
Settling velocity, as described by Stokes’ law for discrete particle settling, is 
impacted by features of both the water and the particle: 
2
18
s w
s
gv d? ??
? ? ?? ?? ?? ?          (8) 
where 
g = acceleration due to gravity m·s2 
ρs = particle density  g·L-1 
ρw = water density g·L-1 
μ = dynamic viscosity m2·d-1 
d = particle diameter μm 
Variations in water density (ρw) and viscosity (μ) over the water column 
are accommodated by incorporating Stokes’ Law in the model.  Settling velocity 
is also impacted by the diameter (d) and density (ρs) of the algal particles.  The 
majority of the algae in Lake Superior are small forms (< 5 μm, Sterner 2010), 
and application of such diameters to Stokes’ Law yields velocities much less than 
those calculated from sediment trap experiments performed above and below the 
thermocline (0.36 m∙d-1 and 0.14 m∙d-1, Fahnenstiel and Scavia 1987; 0.27 m∙d-1 
to 0.46 m∙d-1 measured at 31 m depth, Baker 1991).  This suggests that particle 
aggregation is occurring, leading to more rapidly settling entities.  In the model, a 
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particle diameter of 12 μm and a density of 1050 g·L-1 is applied to Stokes’ Law, 
yielding depth variable settling velocities on the order of those reported from 
sediment trap measurements (Baker 1991) (Figure 4.2). Model coefficients, 
developed as described here, are summarized in Table 4.1. 
 
4.2.3 Kinetics: Growth 
 Previous sections have focused on mass transport phenomena. The 
process continues with the examination of the effect of growth on the DCM 
structure. In the POC mass balance (Equation (4)),  
 
? ? ? ? ? ?1 ( 1) 1 1ii Max T I P ic si i i i grazing iEA vC C C CdC k ClV f f fd l Ct ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?  (9) 
the growth term (highlighted), accommodates the mediating effects of 
temperature, light and nutrients.  The coefficient ?max refers to the maximum 
specific growth rate (d-1), i.e. the rate expected under optimum conditions of 
temperature, light and nutrient availability.  Mediating effects are introduced here 
sequentially.     
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Figure 4.2 Depth variable settling velocity 
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4.2.3.1 Temperature 
The term fT in Equation (4) describes the effects of temperature and is a 
concave function with an optimal temperature Topt, (Cero and Cole 1994),  
1 2
2( )    
T opt T opt
T z opt
T
T T
T Tif T T f T Tor if e
? ? ?? ??? ? ? ? ??    (10) 
where 
αT1 = fitting parameter dimensionless 
αT2 = fitting parameter dimensionless 
Tz = temperature at depth °C 
Topt = optimum growth temperature °C 
This concave function serves to attenuate growth rates at temperatures 
above and below the optimum, where K1 governs the slope of the ascending limb 
and K2 that of the descending limb.  Bub (2001) measured chlorophyll-specific 
growth rates for the epilimnetic algal assemblage of Lake Superior over a range 
of temperatures with saturating light conditions and ambient nutrient levels.  
Those rates are converted here to a carbon-specific basis by multiplying by the 
Chl:C ratio (MacIntyre et al. 2002). Four results for closely clustered 
temperatures (14-16°C; Figure 4.3a) were pooled and averaged, yielding the final 
carbon-specific data set (Figure 4.3b).  
These data were then normalized to the observed (experimental) 
maximum specific growth rate and fit using the model presented as Equation (10) 
to yield values of ? (0.0195 for T<Topt and α 0.0151 for T>Topt) and Topt (13.5°C; 
Figure 4.3c). 
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Figure 4.3a Clustered growth data (Data adapted from Bub 2001) 
 
 
Figure 4.3b Average growth data, error bars represent one standard deviation (Data adapted 
from Bub 2001) 
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Figure 4.3c Normalized average growth response fT and model curve (Data adapted from Bub 
2001) 
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4.2.3.2 Light  
The fI term in equation (4) expresses the attenuation of algal growth due to 
sub optimal light conditions, described in the model by the light response function 
(PI curve) presented previously (Platt et al. 1980), 
1
C C
z z
Max Max
I I
If e e
? ?
? ?
? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?        (11) 
Chlorophyll-specific PI curves were developed by Bub (2001) for the epilimnetic 
(0 m sample) and DCM (30 m sample) phytoplankton assemblages of Lake 
Superior under ambient conditions of nutrients and temperature.  The growth 
response corresponds to net production as all measurements were made after 
an incubation period of 8 hours so to include respiration and excretion losses.  
Here, these rates are normalized to temperature (Equation (10) with values of ? 
and Topt for Lake Superior).  The temperature-normalized rates were then 
multiplied by the depth specific Chl:C ratio to convert them to a carbon-specific 
basis (MacIntyre et al. 2002) followed by normalization to the average maximum 
growth rate and fit to the Equation (11) to yield PI curves for the epilimnion 
(Figure 4.4a) and the DCM (Figure 4.4b).    
The value of the maximum specific growth rate derived for the epilimnion 
(μmax = 0.071 d-1) corresponds well with that noted in the temperature 
experiments described above (μmax = 0.082 d-1; Figure 4.3b) and to values 
calculated from the data of Sterner (2010; μmax = 0.096d-1 ± 0.025 d-1) for five 
observations made in Lake Superior at a depth of 10 m in summer.  The 
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anticipated effects of shade adaptation are apparent in comparing PI-curves for 
epilimnetic and DCM (shade-adapted) algae (Figure 4.4c).  The shade adapted 
assemblage has higher rates of photosynthesis under low light conditions and 
exhibits a higher degree of photoinhibition under high light conditions than does 
the epilimnetic community (see also Anning 2000).  
 
 
Figure 4.4a PI-response curve for the epilimnion (Data adapted from Bub 2001) 
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Figure 4.4b PI-response curve for the DCM (Data adapted from Bub 2001) 
 
 
Figure 4.4c High Chl:C , DCM; low Chl:C , epilimnion (Data adapted from Bub 2001) 
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4.2.3.3 Nutrients 
Lake Superior is phosphorus limited (Sterner et al. 2004), and gradients 
during thermal stratification are rarely observed in the water column either in 
space (SRP; Baehr and McManus 2003) or in time (TDP; Siew 2003).  Although 
not considered in this work, it is possible, even likely, that spatiotemporal 
variation in algal stored phosphorus reserves occurs.  This homogeneity in the 
water column suggests that phosphorus availability need not be accommodated 
in modeling DCM formation (Sterner 2010).  This path is supported by the 
findings of Sterner (2011) that predictions of primary productivity, based solely on 
light and temperature, were well correlated with measurements (r2=0.93).  In the 
work reported here, the effects of phosphorus limitation are accommodated 
implicitly through the use of site-specific growth rate estimates developed for the 
Lake Superior phytoplankton assemblage under ambient nutrient conditions.  
 
4.2.3.4 Respiration 
The effects of respiration in the photic zone are implied in the growth rate; below 
the photic zone a background loss of biomass with a rate of 0.01 d-1 is assumed 
similar to Diehl (2002). 
 
4.2.4 Kinetics: Zooplankton Grazing 
Here, the effect of grazing on the DCM structure is considered. In the POC mass 
balance (Equation (4)), the grazing term (highlighted),   
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accommodates the mediating effect of grazing .   
Losses due to zooplankton grazing can be described using a relationship that 
accommodates the effects of filtering rate, zooplankton density and temperature 
(Chapra 1997),  
20zTi
grazing zoo zoo
sa i
Ck F C
K C
? ?? ? ? ??      (13) 
Where   
kgrazing = grazing rate d-1 
Ksa = Half saturation constant grazing μC·L-1 
Fzoo = zooplankton filtering rate L·mgC-1·d-1 
Ѳ = temperature correction factor for grazing dimensionless 
Tz = temperature at depth z °C 
Czoo = zooplankton concentration mg·L-1 
The zooplankton assemblage in Lake Superior is dominated by calanoids 
(Fahnenstiel et al. 1984, Yurista 2009). Peters and Downing (1984) report that 
the filtration rate for zooplankton assemblages dominated by calanoids is 
insensitive to variations in food concentration and has a median value of 1.73 
L·mgC-1·d-1. This rate falls in the general range reported by Chapra (1 to 2 
L·mgC-1·d-1, 1997) and is applied in this model.  The sensitivity of grazing rates to 
temperature is calculated here using a value of ? = 1.08 (Chapra 1997).  
Zooplankton concentrations in the water column are more consistent in space 
and in time in the offshore waters of Lake Superior (where the DCM is observed) 
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than in the nearshore.  A zooplankton density maximum is typically observed in 
the vicinity of the thermocline, and diel vertical migration is limited to a distance 
of several meters (Yurista 2009).  In this model, zooplankton concentrations are 
put in as an average sampling season water column profile for offshore stations 
(total depth >150 m; 2004-2006, Yurista, unpublished data). See Figure 2.9 
 
4.3 Model Inputs: Environmental Forcing Conditions and Initial Conditions  
Environmental forcing conditions include light and temperature, two 
features important in mediating phytoplankton growth.  Incident irradiance (Io) 
over the June-August interval when the DCM is observed varies only by about 
15%, thus a constant value may be utilized.   
Surface irradiance is assumed to vary between 0 and 1000 μE·m-2·s-1, 
following a sinusoidal function reflecting diel changes.  The light regime algae 
experience at depth z is calculated on an hourly basis according to the Beer-
Lambert law:  
, 0,
ek z
z t tI I e
? ?? ?          (14) 
where 
Io,t = surface irradiance μE·m-2·s-1 
ke = light extinction coefficient m-1 
The magnitude of the extinction coefficient varies with levels of CDOM, 
phytoplankton, organic detritus and nonvolatile suspended solids.  Values for the 
extinction coefficient vary only minimally in Lake Superior,  with values ranging 
from 0.15 m-1 to 0.25 m-1 (Sterner 2011). A value of 0.16 m-1, is applied in this 
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model, similar to late summer extinction rates reported by Sterner (2010).  This 
combination of incident radiation and extinction coefficient values results in a 
compensation depth (~ 1% of surface irradiance) of 29m and an irradiance at that 
depth of 10 μE·m-2·s-1.  The model uses a constant temperature profile, reflecting 
typical water column structure during the target period: a well mixed, 17 meter 
deep epilimnion having a temperature of 11°C, a 17m thick metalimnion with a 
thermocline at 25m, and a 66-m deep hypolimnion with a temperature of 4°C 
(see Figure 4.5).   
The initial condition for model simulations is provided by the water column 
particulate organic carbon distribution, assumed to be homogenous at 0.125 
mgC·L-1 (a value similar that reported by Sterner 2010 for the period prior to 
stratification). See table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.5 Light extinction and temperature profile 
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TABLE 4.1 
Summary of model parameters and data 
Para- 
meter 
Description Value Units 
chl 
chlorophyll-specific initial slope of 
the PI curve 
Epilimnion 
0.002 
DCM 
0.004 
m2·μE-1 
C 
carbon-specific initial slope of the 
PI curve 
Epilimnion 
0.00033 
DCM 
0.0024 
m2·μE-1 
chl 
chlorophyll-specific curve fitting 
parameter photo inhibition 
Epilimnion 
0.001 
DCM 
0.0003-
0.00004 
m2·μE-1 
C 
carbon-specific curve fitting 
parameter photo inhibition 
Epilimnion 
0.00004 
DCM 
0.00016 
m2·μE-1 
Γ fitting parameter photoadaptation 4.5 gChl·C-1 
Ѳ 
temperature correction factor for 
grazing 
1.08 - 
μMax
 carbon specific growth rate 
Epilimnion 
0.07 
DCM 
0.12 
d-1 
Μ dynamic viscosity temperature variable cm2·s-1 
ρw water density temperature variable g·L-1 
Ac 
cross sectional area of the 
interface 
1 m2 
Ci 
particulate organic carbon at 
depth i 
0.125 mgC·L-1 
Chl:C 
min 
minimum ratio  
Chlorophyll to Carbon 
4.4 
μg 
Chl:mg 
C-1 
Czoo zooplankton concentration depth variable mg·L-1 
D particle diameter 5 μm 
E diffusion coefficient depth variable m2·d-1 
?
?
?
?
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Table 4.1 (continued) 
Para-
meter 
Description Value Units 
E’ turbulent diffusion coefficient depth variable m3·d-1 
G acceleration due to gravity 9.81 m·s2 
Io surface light energy 1000 
μE·m-
2·s-1 
L mixing length 1 m 
Izmax maximum irradiance at depth variable 
μE·m-
2·s-1 
Iz,t irradiance at depth z and time t variable 
μE·m-
2·s-1 
K1 fitting parameter, ascending limb 0.0200 - 
K2 fitting parameter, descending limb 0.0103 - 
Ke light extinction 0.20 m-1 
kgrazing grazing rate depth variable d-1 
KgTopt 
maximum growth rate 
temperature function 
0.081 d-1 
Kphoto half saturation constant irradiance 
Epilimnion 
100 
DCM 
25 
μE·m-
2·s-1 
kr chlorophyll degradation rate 0.05 d-1 
Ksa Half saturation constant grazing 1.5  μC·L-1 
Fzoo zooplankton filtering rate 3.0 
L·mgC-
1·d-1 
Ρs particle density 1050 g·L-1 
T Time  d 
Topt temperature optimum 13.4 °C 
Tz temperature at dept z depth variable °C 
Vi Volume 1 m3 
vs settling velocity depth variable m·d-1 
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5.0 Model Results 
In the following section, mechanisms described earlier (mass transport, 
growth and grazing) are evaluated in isolation and in concert through application 
of the model. Simulations are performed over a period of 50 days, representing 
the period from early stratification until late summer, with model parameter 
values presented in Table 4.1, unless otherwise specified.  The effects of 
physical processes are presented first, followed by those with a biological origin. 
 
5.1 Diffusion 
Under completely-mixed conditions, the turbulent diffusion coefficient is the same 
over the water column.  For a homogenous initial condition, constant vertical 
profiles of temperature, solutes and particulate matter would be maintained.  With 
initially higher levels of material present in the epilimnion, gradients would be 
relaxed over time.  Under thermally-stratified conditions the turbulent diffusion 
coefficient is reduced at the thermocline. A homogenous initial condition and a 
case where POC concentrations are doubled in the upper 16 meters of the water 
column (a step function) are analyzed (Figures 5.1a and 5.1b). Diffusive forces, 
as expected, are not able to create an accrual of carbon at any depth and relax 
concentration gradients analog to dynamics in the thermal structure. Diffusion is 
thus not a mechanism that can contribute to the formation of a carbon maximum. 
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5.2 Settling 
In the absence of other mechanisms, mass transport of the characteristic 
particle through settling results in the accumulation of cells at metalimnetic 
depths for extended periods (Figure 5.2a). The algal assemblage consists of 
phytoplankton with varying physical characteristics, and the effect of settling 
therefore is also evaluated for smaller and larger than average particles (ceteris 
paribus). A decrease of particle diameter to 7 μm increases the residence time in 
the metalimnion dramatically (Figure 5.2b). The smaller sized phytoplankton 
retained on the density gradient could be a reason for the occasionally observed 
increase in abundance of certain smaller algal species at this depth (e.g. 
Cyclotella species; Fahnenstiel and Glime 1983). 
The effect of settling on larger and/or denser particles, here simulated by 
increasing the particle diameter to 17 μm, is shown in Figure 5.2c. Larger 
particles are less influenced by the density gradient, resulting in a shorter 
residence time in the metalimnion on their way to the sediments. Benthic 
organisms would therefore receive a greater proportion of large and dense algal 
cells up to several months after production in the epilimnion (e.g. lipid rich 
diatoms).  
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5.3 Diffusion and Settling 
The combination of diffusion and settling leads to a smoother, more continuous 
result with gradually changing concentration over the profile and a carbon 
maximum similar to that observed in Lake Superior (Figure 5.3a and b).  
Concentrations in the upper water column are lower than those observed. 
However, simulated concentrations in the metalimnion are expected to increase 
when the model incorporates growth dynamics. The modeled concentrations at 
deeper levels in the water column are higher than those observed but will be 
reduced by application of biological processes like respiration and decay.  
Mechanisms of mass transport are able to create the accumulation of carbon in 
the metalimnion similar to observed carbon profiles, but additional mechanisms 
are needed to match observed profiles more closely. The effects of biological 
mechanisms (growth and grazing) on the carbon profile are discussed in the 
following sections.  
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5.4 Growth 
Growth (in the absence of shade adaptation, discussed later) is strongest in the 
upper layer of the epilimnion, similar to findings by Sterner (2010). Photo 
inhibition in the surface layer of the water column is minimal due to the applied 
kinetics and in reality can vary significantly depending on the antecedent 
conditions. Algal growth decreases as conditions at depth become less favorable 
(photosynthetic radiation and temperature). Growth in the absence of respiration, 
mass transport and grazing is shown in Figure 5.4a. When growth and 
respiration are activated, simulation shows that carbon is supplied to the 
epilimnion and reduced in the hypolimnion (Figure 5.4b). The effect of losses due 
to zooplankton grazing is discussed next.  
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Figure 5.4a Effect of growth without basal respiration below the photic zone 
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Figure 5.4b Effects of growth with basal respiration below the photic zone 
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5.5 Zooplankton grazing 
Carbon loss due to zooplankton grazing is primarily determined by the 
distribution of zooplankton in the water column and secondarily by temperature. 
Losses, therefore, reflect the reverse image of the zooplankton distribution, with 
greatest losses at the zooplankton biomass maximum (Figure 5.5a). 
Temperature induced changes in the ingestion rates follow the thermal structure, 
showing elevated rates in warmer water (Figure 5.5b). Ingestion rates relative to 
zooplankton biomass suggest supplementation with alternative carbon sources 
(e.g. bacteria; Auer and Powell, 2004). The location of the zooplankton biomass 
maximum in the water column coincides with a depth approximately where algal 
accumulation occurs under calm conditions, signified by low turbulent mixing 
(Figure 5.5c). Zooplankton response (migration) to a change in depth of the algal 
biomass maximum falls outside the scope of this model. The interaction of all 
previously described mechanisms is discussed in the next section. 
 
5.6 Growth, Settling, Diffusion and Zooplankton Grazing 
When all mechanisms are applied in symphony with kinetics described in 
Table 4.1 a carbon profile results with a slowly descending maximum maintaining 
its presence in the metalimnion for an extended period of time. Higher growth 
rates in the epilimnion will result in a more pronounced maximum at a higher 
depth (discussed in section 6) (Figure 5.6). 
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Figure 5.5a Effects of zooplankton grazing 
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Figure 5.5b Grazing losses in relation to the zooplankton distribution 
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 Figure 5.5c Effect of grazing losses (low diffusion, settling, growth and respiration) 
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Figure 5.6 Carbon profile with all mechanisms (diffusion, settling, grazing growth and respiration) 
applied. 
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6.0 Model Comparison to Measured POC and Chlorophyll Data 
Modeling efforts in the previous section, based on derived kinetic 
coefficients as described in Table 4.1, confirm the accumulation of algal biomass 
in the metalimnion and the impact different mechanisms have in its creation. In 
the following section algal biomass (measured as particulate organic carbon 
(POC)), chlorophyll, temperature and growth rate data reported by Sterner (taken 
at the CARGO6 cruise on September 17 2008; 2010) are used to calibrate the 
model for further analysis of mechanisms responsible for the formation and 
maintenance of the DCM. As the calibration data was taken in late summer, a 50 
day simulation period is applied to obtain comparable results. In order to match 
the modeled carbon profile with the measured POC profile, turbulent mixing is 
decreased to 2.2 m3·d-1at the surface and reduced in a linear fashion to the 
thermocline and kept constant past this depth at 0.4 m3·d-1. The maximum 
growth rate is increased to 0.45 d-1 to match measured growth rates. The 
resulting model generated carbon profile is able to match the measured POC 
profile closely, as shown in Figure 6.1. 
 
6.1 Sensitivity analysis of model 
The potential variability in model derived biomass at a depth of 10 m (the 
maximum in carbon biomass) is evaluated by a sensitivity analysis where the 
maximum growth rate, grazing rate, turbulent diffusion coefficient, particle 
diameter and optimum growth temperature are independently increased and 
decreased by 20% (Table 6.1). 
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TABLE 6.1 
Model Sensitivity Analysis 
Parameter 
Percent change in carbon 
biomass at 10m depth 
with a parameter 
increases of +20% 
Percent change in carbon 
biomass at 10m depth 
with a parameter 
decreases of -20% 
Turbulent diffusion -3% 3% 
Particle diameter -44% 43% 
μMax 4% -6% 
αC 31% -24% 
βC -1% 1% 
kgrazing 0% -1% 
Ksa 2% -3% 
Topt -41% 22% 
 
The model is particular sensitive to αC and Topt which were determined on 
a site specific basis (Figures 4.3c and 4.4c). The model is also highly sensitive to 
particle diameter which can be properly estimated from Baker’s work (1991). 
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Figure 6.1 Model generated carbon profile and measured data Sterner (2010) 
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6.2 Constant Chlorophyll to Carbon Ratio 
This work, however, focuses on the vertical distribution of chlorophyll in 
the water column, and model output expressed in units of carbon needs to be 
expressed in units of chlorophyll. Conversion of carbon to units of chlorophyll in 
water quality models is often done using an average chlorophyll to carbon 
(Chl:C) ratio (e.g. Ambrose et al. 1993). When the model generated carbon 
profile is converted to a chlorophyll profile using an average Chl:C  ratio of 6  
μg Chl:mg C-1, a comparison can be made with measured chlorophyll data 
(Figure 6.2a). The resulting chlorophyll profile shows a poor fit, and a closer look 
at the applied and measured Chl:C  ratios reveals that using an average Chl:C 
ratio for conversion is not appropriate (Figure 6.2b). Algae respond to limiting 
light conditions by expanding their photosynthetic apparatus with additional 
chlorophyll (i.e. Chl:C ratio is not constant with depth); this process, referred to 
as photo adaptation, is discussed in the next section.   
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Figure 6.2a Model generated chlorophyll profile with fixed Chl:C  ratio and measured chlorophyll 
profile 
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Figure 6.2b Constant Chl:C  ratio compared to measured ratios   
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6.3 Variable Chlorophyll to Carbon Ratio 
The need to use variable chlorophyll to carbon ratios became apparent 
from the previous figures. However, the significance of variable ratios in 
converting from chlorophyll to carbon, and vice versa, is not acknowledged by all 
researchers. Kruskopf and Flynn (2006), for example, caution that chlorophyll 
concentration should not de facto be regarded as phytoplankton biomass., a 
practice still encountered, even though it has long been known by phycologists 
that chlorophyll is not a good indicator for biomass (Steel and Baird, 1961) 
because Chl:C ratios can fluctuate (e.g. Flemer 1969). 
The time scale of photoadaptation (hours rather than days, Cullen and 
Lewis 1988, Geider et al. 1998) is fast relative to that of algal growth, thus 
negating the need for a high degree of temporal resolution (Flynn 2003) and 
permitting the application of an empirical conversion function in this model, e.g. 
that of Laws and Chalup (1990) and Chapra (1997), 
 minChl:C   Chl:C   
photo
z
photo z
K
K I
?? ? ? ?     (15) 
where 
Chl:C z = Chlorophyll to carbon ratio at depth z ?gChl·mgC-1 
Chl:C min = Minimum chlorophyll to carbon ratio ?gChl·mgC-1 
γ = Fitting parameter dimensionless 
Kphoto = Half saturation constant for photoadaptation μE·m-2·s-1 
Iz = Irradiance at depth μE·m-2·s-1 
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Alternatively a function proposed by Flynn (2003) may be used: 
minChl:C   Chl:C   zz chl
zI
?
?? ? ?      
(16) 
where 
μz = Carbon growth rate at depth z d-1 
αchl = 
Chlorophyll-specific initial slope of growth-
irradiance curve 
μgC·μgChl-1 
·μE·m-2·s-1 
Chlorophyll to carbon ratios in Lake Superior range from 2.6 to 6.2 
?gChl·mgC-1 in the epilimnion and from 4.7 to 13.1 ?gChl·mgC-1 within the DCM 
(Barbiero and Tuchman 2004), a variation consistent with the expected 
photoadaptation response.  Spatiotemporal differences in nutrient regime, known 
to shift ratios over the whole water column (Chapra 1997), may explain the 
spread in the chlorophyll to carbon ratios cited above.  Here, average values over 
these ranges are used in parameterizing Equation (15).  Taking the average 
epilimnion value (4.4 ?gChl·mgC-1) as Chl:C min, and recognizing that the 
average DCM value (8.9 ?gChl·mgC-1) represents Chl:C z for Iz ~ 0, yields ? as 
the difference between Chl:C z and Chl:C min, 4.5 ?gChl·mgC-1.  In simulating 
photoadaptation, Chapra (1997) suggests that the coefficient  Kphoto is well 
represented by the half-saturation constant in a Monod-based photosynthesis-
irradiance relationship, here 100 μE·m-2·s-1 for the epilimnion and 50 μE·m-2·s-1 at  
DCM depth. 
Below the compensation depth, photoadaptation ceases and Chl:C  ratios 
fall as chlorophyll degradation is initiated as a means of internal nutrient 
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recycling. This pigment catabolism occurs when stable, chlorophyll-containing 
complexes are broken down to recover proteins, lipids and carotenoids (Matile et 
al. 1999).  The degradation process is well described by a first order decay with 
the rate coefficient ranging from 0.025 d-1 (Geider et al. 1998) to 0.069 d-1 
(Faugeras et al. 2004); a rate constant of 0.05 d-1 is applied here .  Degradation 
proceeds until the minimum Chl:C ratio is reached, and further reductions are 
assumed to lead to cell lysis.  A conceptualization of the impacts of these 
processes on the Chl:C  ratio over the water column underscores the importance 
of the rarely invoked degradation phenomenon (Figure 6.3a).  Here, the 
amplitude of the maximum ratio is determined by nutrient conditions in the water 
column (Chapra 1997), and the depth of the maximum ratio is determined by the 
rate of light attenuation.  Fluctuations in the compensation depth and the capacity 
of turbulent diffusion to reduce gradients are expected to shape the width of the 
peak.  The dynamics of the Chl:C  ratio outlined here suggest that the use of an 
average water column value can seriously bias calculations of (carbon biomass) 
growth and production. 
The functions described by Chapra and Flynn lead to depth variable Chl:C  
ratios, and both functions are compared to measured Chl:C values to determine 
their accuracy (Figures 6.3b and c). The best fit to the data is obtained by the 
function described by Chapra and is applied hereafter for conversions between 
carbon and chlorophyll. The conversion of the model generated carbon profile to 
a chlorophyll based profile results in a good fit with measured chlorophyll values 
(Figure 6.3d). The model generated carbon and chlorophyll profile are displayed 
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side by side in Figures 6.3d and e. Spatial separation of the carbon and 
chlorophyll maximum is caused by increased Chl:C ratios near the compensation 
depth, stemming from shade adaptation, and illustrates the reason for applying 
variable Chl:C ratios. 
 
 
Figure 6.3a Conceptualization of depth variation in chlorophyll to carbon ratios: based on 
photoadaptation (solid line) and based on photoadaptation with degradation below the 
compensation depth (dashed line) 
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Figure 6.3b Depth variable Chl:C ratio (Chapra function) 
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Figure 6.3c Depth variable Chl:C ratio (Flynn function) 
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7.0 The Impact of Mechanisms on the DCM in Lake Superior  
In the following section the impact on the water column chlorophyll profile 
by each previously described mechanism (Settling, Growth, Grazing and Shade 
Adaptation) will be evaluated by eliminating it from the complete model (all other 
mechanisms applied). Comparison of simulated chlorophyll profiles with and 
without the application of this mechanism will reveal its contribution to the DCM. 
Effects of settling are described first, followed by growth, grazing and chlorophyll 
to carbon ratios.  
 
7.1 Removal of the Depth Variable Settling Velocity 
The application of a constant settling velocity in the model results in a 
chlorophyll distribution differing more in shape than in extent (Figure 7.1). A 
constant settling velocity eliminates the particle retardation effect associated with 
the thermally induced, metalimnetic density gradient and results in the formation 
of a carbon peak at a greater depth.  A differential, i.e. variable, settling velocity 
accommodates the retention and potential loss to grazing of smaller algae, with 
larger, more rapidly settling forms collecting at the sediment surface.       
 
7.2 Removal of the Settling Mechanism (vs = 0) 
When algal cells are not allowed to settle through the elimination of the 
settling mechanism, the chlorophyll distribution follows the growth profile and the 
formation of a DCM is completely absent (Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.1 Constant settling (0.35 m.d-1), all other mechanisms applied 
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Figure 7.2 No settling, all other mechanisms applied 
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7.3 Removal of Growth Below the Mixed Layer (17m) 
The elimination of growth below the mixed layer simulates the absence of 
all growth at DCM depth. The effect of growth at DCM depth is marginal and 
confirms the results from the previous analysis of the widely accepted paradigm 
(Figure 7.3). 
 
7.4 Removal of All Growth 
Even if all growth is absent, a DCM is still able to form by settling of algae 
present at initial conditions, even maintaining its characteristic shape. The extent 
of the DCM is severely reduced by lack of growth and signifies that the DCM is 
supported by algal growth in the epilimnion (Figure 7.4).   
 
7.5 Removal of Zooplankton Grazing 
Grazing loss is highest at the zooplankton biomass peak positioned at or 
close to the depth of maximum algal carbon biomass (previously discussed) and 
tends to remove elevated algal concentrations. The effect of grazing on the 
chlorophyll profile is similar and shows a decrease in chlorophyll concentrations 
at the DCM depth (Figure 7.5).  
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Figure 7.3 No growth below 17 meter depth, all other mechanisms applied 
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Figure 7.4 No growth, all other mechanisms applied 
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Figure 7.5 No grazing, all other mechanisms applied 
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7.6 Removal of the Depth Variable Chl:C  Ratio 
The effects of a depth-variable chlorophyll to carbon ratio was previously 
discussed and tends to affect the shape of the DCM more than its magnitude 
(Figure 6.2a). 
 
7.7 Summary of Evaluated Mechanisms 
The previously described mechanisms can be classified in two categories, 
those that primarily affect the shape and those that primarily affect the magnitude 
of the DCM. Processes of biological origin tend to govern the magnitude of the 
chlorophyll formation, regulating observed maxima, and those with a physical 
origin tend to regulate its shape. Depth-varying Chl:C ratios primarily affect the 
shape of the DCM (Figures 7.6a and b). 
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Figure 7.6a Effects of: eliminating settling, maintaining a constant settling velocity, and 
maintaining a constant Chl:C  ratio on the water column chlorophyll profile 
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Figure 7.6b Effects of eliminating: growth below 17 meters, all growth, and zooplankton grazing 
on the water column chlorophyll distribution 
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8.0 Summary and Conclusions 
The deep chlorophyll maximum is a regularly observed phenomenon in 
Lake Superior, and scientists have proposed a variety of physical and biological 
mechanisms to explain its dynamics. A numerical model, developed in this study, 
is applied in testing the impact of each mechanism, resulting in a conceptual 
understanding of DCM dynamics.   
Settling during periods of reduced vertical mixing (induced by thermal 
stratification) delivers phytoplankton produced in the epilimnion to a low light 
environment within the metalimnion, favoring the formation of additional 
photosynthetic capacity (shade adaptation).   The increased capacity leads to 
modest production in the metalimnion; however, growth below the mixed layer 
(>17m) has only a marginal effect on the DCM. The idea that the DCM stems 
from growth by algal species adapted to exploit a favorable niche is not 
supported by this work, and thus the paradigm “the DCM is a great place to live” 
needs to be abandoned. 
Similarly, while zooplankton grazing effectively decreases the magnitude 
of the DCM peak, no support is developed in the work performed here for the 
hypothesis that this mechanism contributes to the shape of the DCM. The 
highest density of zooplankton is essentially coincident with the depth of the 
phytoplankton biomass (carbon) maximum, a likely result of grazers seeking 
peak prey levels. 
Subsurface peaks in particulate organic carbon are primarily the result of 
settling of phytoplankton growing in the epilimnion.  While chlorophyll 
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accumulates coincidentally with the carbon, it is shade adaptation near the base 
of the photic zone that leads to increased cellular chlorophyll content and the 
development of a pigment maximum below that of the carbon maximum.  Where 
light conditions particularly favor the process, shade adaptation mediates the 
magnitude, shape and vertical position of the chlorophyll peak.  The observed 
separation of the carbon biomass and chlorophyll maximum should caution 
scientists to equate the DCM with a large nutrient pool that is available to higher 
trophic levels. 
The variable settling velocity resulting from a temperature induced density 
gradient has only a minor contributing effect on the DCM formation and 
maintenance. However, the effects on the algal assemblage are more 
pronounced, since the larger and denser particles quickly pass through the DCM 
and smaller cells accumulate along the density gradient, possibly increasing the 
relative abundance of certain algal species.  The domination of the DCM by a 
single algal species should therefore not immediately be interpreted as the 
presence of specially adapted algae capable of exploiting a favorable niche.  
The ecological significance of the DCM should not be separated from the 
underlying carbon dynamics. When evaluated in its entirety, the DCM becomes 
the projected image of a structure that remains elusive to measure but 
represents the foundation of all higher trophic levels.  The results presented here 
may support a (re)interpretation of chlorophyll profiles in terms of carbon 
biomass.   
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These results also offer guidance in examine ecosystem perturbations 
such as climate change.  For example, warming would be expected to prolong 
the period of thermal stratification, extending the late summer period of 
suboptimal (phosphorus-limited) growth and attendant transport of phytoplankton 
to the metalimnion.  This reduction in epilimnetic algal production would decrease 
the supply of algae to the metalimnion, possibly reducing the supply of prey to 
the grazer community.  This work demonstrates the value of modeling to 
challenge and advance our understanding of ecosystem dynamics, steps vital to 
reliable testing of management alternatives. 
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